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A Cross Reference for Criswell to Thian
Michael McNeil

and
W. Crutchfield "Crutch" Williams, II

C OLLECTORS OF TREASURY NOTES OF THE CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA ARE
attracted to their design and history. When admiring one of these notes, have you ever wondered who
signed it? Is it rare? Are you looking at a clever counterfeit?

To answer these questions, more experienced collectors often turn to the Register of the Confederate Debt,
a book more popularly known simply as "Thian" or the "Register." This work was originally produced in 1880 by
Raphael Prosper Thian as the appendix to a much larger work, Correspondence of the Confederate Treasury. I Today we
are fortunate to have a reprint of Thian's Register, edited by the late Dr. Douglas Ba11. 2

Thian is not easy to use, and the numbering schemes of recent catalogs bear no relation to Thian's sys-
tem. Compounding this problem is the proliferation of different catalog numbering methods. Highly recommended
reading for all collectors is Arlie Slabaugh's reference catalog with its extensive treatment of CSA history. In this
book Slabaugh provides collectors with a valuable cross-reference to the different catalog numbering methods,' but
this work lacks a reference to Thian's Register. In his Confederate Paper Money,` Criswell uses the catalog numbering
and varieties of Bradbeer 5 and adds a simplified type classification of his own to Bradbeer's original structure dating
from 1915. These type and variety numbers are in common use today, and the following cross reference to Thian's
Register will therefore be based on the combined Criswell-Bradbeer catalog numbering systems.

The important key identifiers of a Confederate Treasury note are:
1. Date
2. Denomination
3. Series number
4. Plate Position Identifier
5. Serial number
6. Signature "for Register"
7. Signature "for Treasurer"
We need to understand how to find and interpret these keys if we are to make a positive identification of

a Treasury note. Here is an example:
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We would find the above example in Criswell's 1992 edition on page 63 as a Criswell Type 36 and a
Bradbeer variety 278, 280, or 281 (the different varieties having to do with watermark styles). We would also find
this note listed on page 32 of Thian's Register in the group "$5 - 9A to 16A (2d series)". Here are the keys to its
identification:

1.Date: The date found on the note, "September 2, 1861," is the date of authorized issue of this note
design. Thian groups notes by the date of their Act of Issue as authorized by the Confederate Congress, which typ-
ically precedes the date on the note, especially in the 1861-'62 issues. The title on page 32 of Thian lists the date of
the Act of Issue for this note as: "Act of August 19, 1861." Much of the confusion in the use of Thian sterns from
the different date nomenclature. Knowing how these dating systems differ is half of the battle in their reconcilia-
tion. As a rule of thumb for the 1861-1862 issues, the date on the note will be later than the date listed in Thian.

2. Denomination: This is straightforward.
3. Series number: The arrow points to the position where the "Second Series" is indicated. Other

issues may start with no series and no designation, then place a "Series 1, Series 2," etc. on the notes as serial num-
bers are used to exhaustion. Alternatively, some issues start with "Series 1" and continue in sequence. The basic idea
behind the series concept is that serial numbers within a series will run from 1 to approximately 100,000, then the
Series will increment and serial numbers will start again from 1. A few of the early issues have serial numbers as
high as 291,446 in a series, but this is rare. Pages 173-178 of Thian list the highest serial numbers known to Thian
of any series.

4. Plate Position Identifier: This note has both a number and a letter, "11 A". Treasury notes were
printed with multiple note images on a single sheet. Each note on a sheet was given a unique letter, number, letter-
number, or letter-letter combination to identify its position on that sheet. Most importantly, all the notes on a sin-
gle sheet were usually given the same serial number. This means that a series with a run of 100,000 serial numbers
and eight notes to a sheet would have a total of 800,000 notes in that series. The use of a plate position identifier
had the advantage of getting more unique notes out of the serial numbers in the series. This T-36 note was printed
eight to the sheet and had plate position identifiers of 9A, 10A, 11A, 12A, 13A, 14A, 15A, and 16A. These plate
position identifiers are very important; Thian, Bradbeer, and Criswell all make use of them to differentiate and cat-
alog Treasury notes.

5. Serial number: The serial number 162665 is shown twice on this note. It is typically hand-written in
brown or red ink. It appears faded in this gray-scale image because the original numbers of this T-36 note are writ-
ten in red ink. The color of ink for serial numbers is an important distinction for Thian in some early issues and
series. A few of the later issues bear printed serial numbers.

6. Signature for "Register": The arrow indicates the position to the left used by the signers "for
Register."

7. Signature for "Treasurer": The arrow indicates the position to the right used by the signers "for
Treasurer." Learning to recognize the signatures is important. The serial number runs in Thian are all grouped by
signature.

Here is page 32 from Thian's Register of the Confederate Debt, showing the identifiers of the illustrated T-
36 note: 2

82	 CON FEDERATE TREASURY DEPA RTM ENT.

Register of Confederate States Treasury Notes-Continued.

ACT OF Al(1 CST 19,1861-Con t i nu ccf. 

For Treasurer. 	 For Register.   Numbers of Ilse notes signed.                    

65-9A to 1 6A (241 series;-Continued  
212401-2128410, 	 2 	 , 1,1 11 -2180(0, 211101-

223400, 221,71 SI - •_?:.10,( X), 228401-•26600, 213801 --t4142440,
2311001-236-44x 2i0.`401-,..1.30t8 X).

87601-88000, 04001-89300, 92401-93000 , 91.1501-99100,104101-
1014o0, 1157101-I (17,ton. itto401-tott7tio, 11'4101-112600,
114901-11:4200, 116301-118600, 12(1101-120400, 123701-
1 24000, 1209411-12710, 129701-1300(0, 132701-133000,
130101-130.100, 1394411-139700, 141101-141400, 140701
I 470(s), 10Aim i1-106100, 170601-174000, 172701-173000,
177601-178100, 181601-181040, 163401-1 6371 0, 1gno01,.
11S/2i MJ, 1940(11-190,800, 197001-1973(0, 1 09701-200000,
2i3'01-20r0400, 2(18001-208300, 213401-213700, 214401.
214700 , 2198511.-120100, 222001_422.300.
229401-229740, 231001 -2322(0,241401 - 241600.

	

68001-88400 	 90901-91400, 93701-041W, 9.7.901-
96%300,9740. 1-97800,P201-1480,140,11s1001-111341111.1064. 101-
10e40.1, 11(44 >1 - 14rt )t00. 111)7(11 - 11111N1, 11:1,501-11,5700.
1 np.01-117,iO41, 118901-119300. 122101-123400, 125001-
12:2's 128-lot-4'286(0. 132301-132750, 134401-134800,
139701-140140, 142101-142:041, 147.140-1
1524045, 1::1,9(11 - 1:413110. 1.'.9(101 - 1594(4 ).
164701-167.100, 166:4411-166900, 1710411-        
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As can be seen above, the illustrated T-36 note corresponds to Thian's listing on page 32 of the Register
for the serial number run 162301-162700. Furthermore, the signatures of M. Gay "for Register" and A. Points "for
Treasurer" agree. It is almost certain that this note is genuine. The vast numbers of T-36 notes listed on pages 29-
34 of the Register demonstrate that such notes are not extreme rarities, and current market prices reflect that.

In the above example we were shown the correlation between a Criswell-Bradbeer T-36/ B-278, -280, -
281 and its location on page 32 of Thian's Register. While some of these correlations are straightforward in the
later issues, many are very difficult in the early issues. The new reference table will take you directly from a
Criswell-Bradbeer type-variety (where you have the advantage of a picture to guide you in Criswell's book) to the
page numbers and section title in Thian's Register where you will find the same note.

The following table is an abbreviated version containing Criswell type numbers and lumped Bradbeer
variety numbers as found in Criswell's lists. Criswell made minor modifications to Bradbeer's variety numbers.
These modifications reflect a better understanding of the note varieties as a result of decades of research by many
individuals; Criswell describes many of these modifications in his various editions.

Confederate Treasury Note Cross-Reference Guide
Compiled by Michael McNeil and W. Crutchfield "Crutch" Williams, II

Abbreviated List
Bradbeer-Criswell numbers: 1992 edition of Confederate Paper Money by Grover C. Criswell
Thian's Register numbers: 1972 reprint of Raphael P. Thian's Register of the Confederate Debt

by Dr. Douglas B. Ball

Denom.

1861

Criswell	 Bradbeer 	 Thian's Register
Type # 	 Variety # 	 Title Page

$1,000 1* 1 A.-(Montgomery), signed by Clitherall & Elmore 6
$500 2* 2, (2A) A.-(Montgomery), signed by Clitherall or Jones & Elmore 6
$100 3* 3 A.-(Montgomery), signed by Clitherall & Elmore 6
$50 4* 4 A.-(Montgomery), signed by Clitherall & Elmore 6
$100 5* 5, (5A) B.-(Richmond), signed by Tyler for Jones} & Elmore 6
$50 6* 6 B.-(Richmond), signed by Tyler & Elmore 6
$100 7 7-13 $100-B,C 7
$50 8 14 -22 $50 -B, Bb, C 7
$20 9 23-33 $20-B, C, Cc, Ccc, D 7-8
$10 10 34-41 $10-A, B, C 9
$5 11 42-45 $5 -B, Bb 9
$5 12 46 -49 $5 -F to 1 10
$100 13 50-58 $100-A,B,C,D,E, cA to oA, AC to AK, Al to A8 10-11
$50 14 59-78 $50-A,B,C,D,E,AD, AE to AL, Al-A8, A9-A16 11-12
$50 15 79 $50-A (Southern Bank Note Company) 11
$50 16 80-98 $50-wA to zA, wA to zA (2d series), 1A to 4A 12
$20 17 99-100 $20 -A (green) 12
$20 18 101-136 $20 - numerous varieties 12-16
$20 19 137 $20-A (Southern Bank Note Company) 16
$20 20 139-143 $20-1 to 8, 1 to 10 (1st-3d series) 17-20
$20 21 144-149 $20 -W to Z 20
$10 22 150-152 $10-A and B,C (number black - Southern Bank Note Co.) 21
$10 23 153-155 $10-A,A1 (number red) 21
$10 24 156-167 $10-H to K 22
$10 25 168-171 $10-W to Z (number red), (number black), (...2d series) 23-24
$10 26 173-220 $10-W to Z (number red), (number black), (...2d series) 23-24
$10 27 221-229 $10-Ab, A9 to Al6 21-22
$10 28 230-236 $10-A9 to A16 21-22
$10 29 237 $10 -A to H 23
$10 30 238-242 $10-1 to 8, 1 to 10 (lst-4th series) 24-27
$5 31 243-245 $5-A and B,C (number black - Southern Bank Note Co.) 28
$5 32 246, 248-249 $5-A (number red), AA 28
$5 33 250-257 $5-H to K, L to 0 (number black), (number red) 28
$5 34 262-270 $5-H to K, W to Z (number black), (number red) 28
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PageDenom.
Criswell 	 Bradbeer
Type # 	 Variety #

January/February

Thian's Register
Title

$5 35	 271 $5-Ab 28
$5 36 272-283 $5- 9A to 16A, (2d-3d series) 29-34
$5 37 284-285 $5-A to H, 1 to 8 (2d series) 34-35
$2 38 286 $2-1 to 10 (1st series) dated 1861, listed 1862 in Thian 39-40

1862
$100 39 287-296 $100-A, and Ab to Ah, Aa to Ah 35-38
$100 40 298-309 $100-A, and Ab to Ah, Aa to Ah 35-38
$100 41 310-331 $100-W to Z 37-39
$2 42 334-337 $2-1 to 10, 1 to 12 (1st, 2d, 3d series) 39-42
$2 43 338 $2-1 to 10 (2d series) 40-41
$1 44 339-341 $1-1 to 10 (1st, 2d, 3d series) 42-45
$1 45 342, 342A $1-1 to 10 (1st, 2d series) 42-43
$10 46 343-344 $10-I to P (printed in 1861 with 1862 date) 27-28
$20 47 345 not listed, status unknown
$10 48 346 not listed, status unknown
$100 49 347-349 $100-A to D (1st series), (2d series) 46
$50 50 350-362 $50-wA to zA (3d series) 46
$20 51 363-368 $20-A to H (1st series) 47
$10 52 369-378 $10-A to H (lst-4th series) 47-51
$5 53 379-390 $5-A to H (1st-3d series) 52-56
$2 54 391-396 $2-B to I (lst-2d series), A 57-59
$1 55 397-401 $1-B to I (lst-2d series), A 59-62

1863
$100 56 402-404 $100-A to D, numerous varieties 62-92
$50 57 406-417 $50-wA to zA, numerous varieties 62-106
$20 58 418-428 $20-A to H, numerous varieties 63-81
$10 59 429-446 $10-A to H, numerous varieties 63-107
$5 60 448-469 $5-A to H, numerous varieties 66-111
$2 61 470-473 $2-A to H (lst-3d series) 112-114
$1 62 474-484 $1-A to H (1st-3d series) 114-118
$0.50 63 485-488 50c., A to I (lst-2d series), printed signatures 177

1864
$500 64 489 $500-A to D 118
$100 65 490-494 $100-A to D (no to 2d series) 118-122
$50 66 495-503 $50-wA to zA (no to 4th series) 122-128
$20 67 504-539 $20-A to D (no to Ilth series) 128-145
$10 68 540-552 $10-A to H (1st-10th series) 145-161
$5 69 558-565 $5-A to H (no to 7th series) 161-172
$2 70 566-571 $2-A to H no runs in the Register 172
$1 71 572-577 $1-A to H no runs in the Register 172
$0.50 72 578-579 50c., A to I (1st-2d series), printed signatures 178

*Alex B. Clitherall signed for Register most of the T-1, T-2, T-3, T-4 until his resignation.
C. T. Jones, Acting Register, signed some $500's after Clitherall's resignation.
Robert Tyler signed for Register on most T-5 and T-6.
It was recently discovered that C. T. Jones signed at least one T-5.

Some genuine notes are not listed in Thian, while others have not been determined to be of genuine
issue:

• Types 47, 48, and subtypes 431-433: The status of these notes is unknown.
• Varieties of the 1863 Issue for the month of April, or with no month stamped on the face of the note,

are not recorded in Thian. Counterfeits exist; see Tremmel.°
• Nearly half of the February 17th, 1864, issue is not recorded in Thian. Signature verification of unlist-

ed notes is often difficult and requires matching them to known and recorded 1864 issues. Counterfeiting is rare,
probably because the inflation of 1864-'65 rendered the notes of low value. Counterfeiting is much more common
in the earlier issues.

66
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Counterfeits contemporary to the Civil War are often more valuable than the genuine notes.
Identification of a genuine note usually consists of matching the serial number to the listed runs in Thian, but this is
not always foolproof. Tremmel specializes in counterfeits of all Treasury note issues and finds that roughly 10% of
counterfeits have serial numbers that match the serial number runs in Thian. 7 When looking at the genuine notes
of a single signer, McNeil found a defect rate of 4% in Thian's Register for listed runs in the February 17th, 1864
issue. 8

Thian's Register is an essential resource for identifying counterfeits, rarity, and signatures. The Cross
Reference for Criswell to Thian should now make identification much easier for both beginning and seasoned col-
lectors. A full cross reference table containing nearly all of the 579 Bradbeer varieties is available from the authors.
Please contact the authors for further information.

W. Crutchfield "Crutch" Williams, II 	 Mike McNeil
P. 0. Box 521 	 POB 2017
Kemah, TX 77565 	 Nederland, CO 80466-2017
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Wanted information on U.S. Chopped up Money.
RARE, FREE MASCERATED POSTCARD FOR USEFUL INFORMATION
Who made the items, where sold, and anything of interest.

Also I am a buyer of these items. Top Prices paid.

Bertram M. Cohen, 169 Marlborough St., Boston, MA 02116-1830
E-mail: Marblebert@aol.com
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